extremely small and, therefore, a very accurate manufacturing process needs to be employed. Moreover, post-manufacturing techniques need to be used in order to return the filter's response back to the target response.
One way to overcome this problem is to address the limitations of the available manufacturing technology and the filter sensitivity to this fabrication process at the initial approximation stage. This can be achieved by emulating the target filter specifications by a transfer function having a slightly higher order but with much lower sensitivity. This results in a new filter family, the Chained Function filters, formed by the product of loworder seed functions. The chained function concept provides a variety of transfer functions to choose from, each one having different characteristics and different implementations requirements.
In this paper, chained function filters will be presented. Stand-alone software for generating and analysing the required chained function polynomials as well as, extensive comparisons with the conventional Chebyshev techniques have been included. Finally, the achieved advantages of this new family of filter transfer functions is demonstrated with the application of the chained function polynomials to the design of low-cost microwave band-pass filters using standard PCB etcing techniques. The reduced sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances and the ability to generate different seed function combinations, for different fabrication technologies, can be used to exend the state-of-the-art in tuningless filter implementations towards higher frequencies or smaller fractional bandwidths or, alternatively, to lower the accuracy and manufacturing cost requirements for a given set of filter specifications, 4/2 chained functions to low-cost microwave band-pass filters using standard PCB etching techniques", 30th European Microwave Conference, Paris, Oct. 2000.
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